Development of Electricity Monitoring and Regional Distributed
Energy Management System in Shinchi-Town, Fukushima Prefecture
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Abstract
Regional energy management that effectively utilizes distributed energy resource systems and renewable energy sources has become
increasingly important. We are developing a planning and evaluation system that makes it possible to support energy conservation and the
revitalization of local communities by using information and communication technology (ICT) for disaster reconstruction areas. Currently, our main
demonstration field is Shinchi town, Fukushima Prefecture. We are developing a local ICT system called "Life Assist System" and conducting a social
demonstration experiment by distributing a tablet style device to about 100 households in the town. With this local information infrastructure, energy
consumption monitoring systems are installed in residential houses and these promote energy conservation on the demand side. In addition, a
community energy supply system is introduced to supply heat and electric power from the natural gas cogeneration system to facilities around Japan
Railways' Shinchi Station. A community energy management system (CEMS) is utilized for integral energy management. We are planning to use the
Life Assist System as an information terminal on the energy demand side.

Research Overview
Development of a Local ICT System and Its Application to Residential
Electricity Monitoring in Shinchi Town, Fukushima Prefecture
Objective:

To encourage both support for environmentally conscious behavior
and the revitalization of local communities by using information and
communication technology (ICT).

Smart Hybrid Town Concept in Shinchi
Shinchi proposed "the smart hybrid town concept" for disaster
reconstruction. This concept aims to reconstruct the area by combining
ICT with the social mechanism that supports the community to improve
the environment, economy, and society.
Under the Life Assist System, as part of the smart hybrid town concept,
tablet devices serve as the user interface for the residential side.

Main functions of the local ICT system called "Life Assist System."

Energy Consumption Monitoring Using the Local ICT System

JR Shinchi Station District Community Energy Project

